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To place a purchase order, contact us today:
sales@jdhealthcare.com.au | 1300 791 404

GATE | AMFIBI Double 
HighBack Commode

Amfibi Double HighBack is a further development of 
the much appreciated Amfibi concept. It is equipped 
with a high, upholstered back with upholstered 
back including neck rest and integrated seat with 
rear opening. The high backrest provides soft yet 
stable support and its lower section is fitted with a 
pliant lumbar support for additional comfort.

Amfibi never compromises on user comfort and 
personnel ergonomics. Individually adaptable 
comfort and function makes the hygiene chair a 
much more pleasant experience for patient and 
healthcare staff alike. Amfibi is manufactured from 
corrosion-proof materials and its actuator can 
withstand high pressure hot water (IP66).

INTEGRATED HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE NECK REST

MHRH

The high-backrest design means 
that the electronics for height and 
tilt operation have been located 

in a protective box at the rear and 
that wiring has been integrated in a 

better way than previously.

Amfibi Double can 
be inclined 5 degrees 

forward to 25 degrees 
rearward. This makes it 
easy to use for personal 

hygiene and when sitting 
down or getting up.

The seat has a soft, 
resilient, ergonomic 
design for the best 

comfort possible. The 
opening to the rear 

provides the carer with 
a natural, more hygienic 

working method.

The lower section of the 
backrest is fitted with a 

pliant lumbar support for 
additional comfort.

PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT NAME WIDTH SEAT DEPTH SEAT HEIGHT ARMREST INT. DIMS MAX WEIGHT

RHGA-56-275 Amfibi Double HighBack 60cm 45cm 53-82cm 52cm 150kg

Side Supports
RHGA-56-216

Waste Container 
Holder
RHGA-56-218

Soft Seat
RHGA-56-206

Safety Bar for DB
RHGA-56-212-DOUBLE

Splash Guard
RHGA-56-213

Safety Belt Chest
RHGA-56-229

Waste Container
RHGA-56-209

Safety Belt Hip 
RHGA-56-217

Calf Support
RHGA-56-227-L/R

Amputee Support
RHGA-56-228-L/R

Footrest
RHGA-56-257-L/R

Heel Loops
RHGA-56-220


